Dearest Sister:

I usually start a letter = "THANK YOU FOR WRITING!" but in this case = I would rather not reply at all. But that leaves everything hanging in the air. And that is not good either. As there is seldom a letter that I do not answer. EXCEPT when I am tied up for MONTHS = when I cannot leave what I am doing = in that Time I read ALL LETTERS = and reply to all EMERGENCY LETTERS (except too many times I forget or misplace them). WE ARE RIGHT NOW IN THE BIGGEST FIGHT OF OUR LIFE = I was kept ALIVE for this purpose = to SEE = UNDERSTAND = APPRECIATE = EVALUATE what is going on in ADVENTISM = the Wolf-Packs forming = the Confederacies of Evil = the Tares choking out the WHEAT as we come to the Close of Time. I am Sure = no one else will DARE to take on such EMINENT "SAINTS" as the Ineffable "SAINT WIELAND" and the last March 17 1988 "REVIEW" = all of which 99.99% of Adventists will Bow down like Mohammedan HORDES as they face MECCA. So the Adventist HORDES bow to WASHINGTON and their Papal BULLS. (To the last part I agree.) That it is 6 feet Deep.

THERE I GO! doing just what you Decry! One reply I could give is that you are UNAWARE of the "LANGUAGE!!" used by Christ = if He went down the street - using the "LANGUAGE" He did in MODERN TERMINOLOGY = it is something like a Woman = caught in her Petticoat = and she would be so ASHAMED = she could hardly come down to Supper. But that SAME WOMAN = will take that SAME PETTICOAT and throw HALF of it away = and whip together a BIKINI = and half a Hankerchief here and there = and come down and DARE = THE = WHOLE = WORLD! Because it is the "STYLE."

SO IF A PREACHER = would read when Christ or John the Baptist would say: "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" They might go to Sleep or YAWN in his Face - but if some one was BOLD enough to say: "YOU BUNCH OF RATTLE-SNAKES!" OH! BOY! would they ever WAKE UP! No doubt call on the Conference Committee to "FIRE!" him. And make sure he never gets another Job above that of cleaning Barns. ACCORDING TO WEBSTER = a RATTLE-SNAKE is a "VIPER!" and a VIPER is a "RATTLE-SNAKE!" But WILSON and his CATHOLIC and COMMUNIST "LAWYERS" would throw them in Jail for "SWEARING!" So it depends which side of the Track....
we were Raised or choose to Take. And WHY? WHY did the FROMS LIE THROUGH THEIR TEETH = and ACCUSE and CONDEMN "REFORM" for using "LANGUAGE?" That he = HORRORS! would NEVER use! because he was Bound by the Law of DECENCY. And HORRIBLE "REFORM" was NOT!

WELL I CAN TELL YOU

that Nobody knows "REFORM" better than I do. I called the FIRST "REFORM" Meetings together in America. To the McCoy RANCH=1959. We had them all = the same as FRITZ ALSETH= to SACAMENTO=1984. We had them all. SHPHERD'S RODS=yah-

VISTS=GERMAN REFORM=TIME PROPHETS=PROPHETS to find the Tables of Stone "ARK." At OAKHURST we gave EACH ONE = ONE MEETING. he/she to choose their own Subject.

I WAS ASTONISHED TO FIND THAT THIS FROM

ADVENTIST PREACHER LIE = that "REFORM LEADERS" or people = used "LANGUAGE!" or run the FROMS DOWN = NEVER! was there a more BLATANT LIE! not to this Day. They would come up there = wringing their Hands = APOLOGIZING for what they were about to say = telling us how they were put out of Church = and went into a SHOCK that it took MONTHS and YEARS from which to Recover. Felt their loss of Mem-

BERSHIP closed the Gates of Heaven on them. Almost had a HEART ARREST when they lost their Membership. (JUST LIKE THE DUMB HUNGARIANS!) (GERMAN REFORM THE SAME!)

BEGGED=BEGGED=to be taken BACK! Did everything they could to get their MEMBERSHIP BACK! Reform "LEADERS" would Kiss the Adventist Preacher = they would not Kiss us! I learned to DESPISE BOTH SIDES! The one for being such CRAVEN COWARDS! The other for LYING a BLUE STREAK! FROM was a Profession-

al LIAR from the CRADLE to the GRAVE.

(A) When FROM=ANDERSON push "by FAITH ALONE!"=Reform DITTO

(B) When ANDERSON pushes "I AM SAVED!" = Reform DITTO!

(C) The LeaderSHIP will give the "LOUD CRY!"=Reform DITTO!

(D) When 144,000 Adventists will be SEALED! =Reform DITTO!

(E) When "ARK" will be found "SIGN OF SEAL!"=Reform DITTO!

(F) HEPPENSTALL "CHARACTER"=Christ comes! =Reform DITTO!

(G) STANDISH "NATURE" when Christ comes! =Reform DITTO!

(H) WILSON GANG="GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!" =Reform DITTO!

(I) DENIAL of 1844 "MHP" SANCTUARY TRUTH! =Reform DITTO!

(J) DENY any of the above=DENY "FROOM=HOUTEFF=RDB"= DENY they give the "LAST MESSAGE!" and REFORM SHOOTS you DEAD=IN=THE=WATER! The BEST come right out of the CHURCH! NOT out of "REFORM" that is in EVERYTHING!

(K) Like a Magazine = "EVERYBODY'S!" EMOTIONAL PENTECOS-

TAL TYPE. "UNSTABLE in ALL their ways!" DISGUSTING! -2-
WHEN WIELAND DEALS IN: "RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH!"
AND THE WILSON GANG DEAL IN: "RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH!"
The whole caboodle put together = the Junto=Cabala =
they have learned to love what they learned in the
worldly seminaries = and so proud of their degrees the
same as Balaam that also mixed with the Moabites and
Horonites = where there was nothing but
"love!"
They taught it = they sought it = just like those under
the bright lights ofollywood = they practiced it =
and over 50% end it all with suicide = they know the
least about it. so in religion.
"Duty has a twin sister = love = these united can accomplish
almost everything = but separated, neither is capable
This Wilson = Wieland Balaam cult

that "all" the preachers of babylon revel in the teaching of "love!"
and in the next breathe give them: "hell!"
Froom = Anderson = Wilson = Wieland = Johnson (at the Martin =
Ankerberg show) = forget all about the "third angel's
message" = did not turn the tables on the Baal-priests =
Wieland fumbles as to what is or was the teaching of
baal = fumbles and mumbles instead of looking it up in
the library! and come reeling out of there!

these holy = hell Baal-priests know something about
"love!" = let alone "righteousness?" The worst "hell"
sermon I ever heard in my life was from Jimmy Swaggart =
also no "law" can be kept = and all these preachers can
rant and rave away about "love!" He preached it and he
practiced it! Wieland has no more use for your own "love"
or your own "works" = than Jimmy Swaggart! ...their "love"
is not deep enough to lead to "obedience!" ...God does
not recognize their "love" = for it is a delusion of the
enemy! ev. 597. 1893 gw 228. rh 4:193." ...their "faith"
is not genuine." ev. 597. (Same.)

and as to "righteousness."

Before we join that clan = and deny any "righteousness"
of their own = thinking that "humility" means "stupid-
ity" = or that the "righteousness" of Froom = Wieland =
Wilson will rub off on us and save us: ...though Noah, job,
and Daniel were in the land, they would "save!"
neither son nor daughter, for everyone must deliver
his soul by his "own" righteousness! T5:215. ("seal
of god" chapter. Right after the strongest testimony
in all the writings = that the church leaders will not
save themselves = let alone anyone else! T5:211.) -3-
TRUE REFORM

"WYCLIFFE was a CLEAR THINKER and a KEEN DETECTOR of ERROR, and he STRUCK BOLDLY against ...ROME." (Read the Rest of it, 1884 GC 87...GC 82...) "WYCLIFFE did not Retract... As ARROWS from the Lord's quiver...THREW BACK upon themselves..." GC 90. "BERQUIN...he would RIVET upon THEM!" GC 217. (THAT is the IDEA in GC 606.) I HOPE and I KNOW that I have given many some BACK-BONE to STAND!(EW 69) to Face these IMPOSTERS taking over this Church.

"STEPS TO CHRIST."

"THE DYNAMICS OF SALVATION"=(Wilson Panel) and WIELAND= why BARELY a WORD about "STEPS TO CHRIST"=(IF ANY!)... it does not matter if they put "LOVE" first? There are 2 Kinds of EVERYTHING. Is there a RIGHT KIND and a WRONG KIND = of "LOVE!!!" Does BAKKER and SWAGGART have the ANSWER?

1) "FAITH and ACCEPTANCE."SC 55. (I marked in my Book = "PENTECOSTS! STOP HERE!!!") Is 'FAITH' cold and 'ALONE'?

2) "ADD to your FAITH = VIRTUE=KNOWLEDGE=TEMPERANCE= PATIENCE=GODLINESS=BROTHERLY KINDNESS" = before we UNDERSTAND and are able to PRACTICE or APPRECIATE the RIGHT KIND of "LOVE=CHARITY!!" at the TOP of the LADDER!

3) If we go off HALF-COCKED as the URIAH SMITH'S DID with MASSACRING the BOOKS=over 1,000 CHANGES in GC alone and putting what HEPPENSTALL FIGURES(FORD=BRINSMEAD=WRIGHT) is "LOVE UNLIMITED!!" = just RUNNING a RACE with the LAW-LESS BAKKERS=SWAGGARTS(BRAGGARTS)="LOVE" GONE WILD!!"UNLIMITED!!" They better go PAST SC 55 and "GROW UP!" SC 75, 81. "There are certain CONDITIONS!" SC 95,96,97.

4) "Let us RAISE=OUR=EYES=TO=THE=OPEN=DOOR of that SANCTUARY ABOVE, where the LIGHT of the GLORY of God SHINES." SC 102-3. "...so that every Soul may see the "STEPS" he is to take in "REPENTANCE=and=FAITH...in order TO=BE= "SAVED!" SC 107. (FUTURE TENSE!) and not FOLLOW:"CUNNING- LY DEVISED FABLES!" SC 112. "...strengthen their EFFORTS! SC 120. "Do all you can on YOUR PART...Jesus has promised His AID, but not apart from OUR EFFORT!" SC 122. "through DIVINE GRACE(not BABYLON "GRACE!") have FORMED perfect CHARACTERS...REDEEMED and CLEANSED!" SC 126.

5) THEN we will talk about "LOVE!!" that KIND of "LOVE!!" that KIND of "FAITH!!" that KIND of "WORKS!!" that KIND of "DYNAMICS OF SALVATION!!"

6) I am being VERY KIND to you - when I tell you:"BEWARE!!!" that you do not follow your LEADERS to PERDITION because they CHANGED the "ORDER! and the "BOOKS!!" because they THINK they know BETTER than the Lord - the ORDER of SALVATION and the "STEPS!!" to CHRIST.... BEWARE!